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We first state the Wielandt's inequality ([1, 7.4.34] or [2, Section 3.4]) for a positive definite 
matrix. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E Mn be a positive definite matrix with eigenvalues 0 < A 1 <_ A 2 ~_ .." < An. 
Then 
A n - A 1 (x ,Ax) i /2(y .Ay) l /2  lx*Avl _< 
for all pair of orthogonal vectors x, y E C n. 
This inequality leads to a geometric interpretation of the spectral condition number [1, 7.4.32], 
and derives a well-known Kantorovich's inequality [1, 7.4.41]. The inequalities of Wielandt and 
Kantorovich play an important role in discussions of converging rates and error bounds of solving 
systems of equations (e.g., [2, Chapter 4]). The proof of Theorem 1 as shown in [1] involves 
singular values and Poincare separation. In this note, the Wielandt's inequality is modified to 
apply not only to orthogonal pairs but also to all pairs of vectors. An elementary proof of this 
result is presented that is an outgrowth of the methods used in [3, 4, p. 85]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E Mn be a positive definite matrix with eigenvalues 0 < A1 ~_ A2 <_ • • • ~_ An. 
Then for every pairs of vectors x and y, 
2AlAn 
An - A1 (x .Ax) l /2(y .Ay) l /2  + An + -"""--'~ -Ix*y[' if [x*y[An < (x*Ax)W2(y*Ay)I/2; 
[x*Ay[ <_ An 7 A1 
(x* Ax) 1/2 (y. Ay) 1/2, otherwise. 
Moreover, there exist vectors x and y for which the equality holds. 
PROOF. The inequality is trivial if x = 0 or y = 0. Assume x # 0 # y. Let a be a nonnegative 
number. Then 
[x*Ay] -- Ix* (A - aI)  y + ax*y I
~- (A1/2x)*A-1 /2(A_o~I )A -1 /2A1/2y÷olx*y  
< A1/2x 2[1I-.A-'1[2 A /2 v 2+c lx*yl 
= (x*Ax) I /2 (v*Ay) I /2  [Is + atx*yt 
= (x*Ax)l/2(y*AY)l/2 ( l i I -  + (1) 
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where [[. 112 stands for the Euclidean vector norm (respectively, spectral norm) of a vector 
(respectively, matrix), and 
iz*yl 
c = (x .Ax) l /2 (y .Ay)V  2. 
Let f be a function on the nonnegative real line defined by 
f (~)  = III - c~A-11h + ~c. 
Then f(c~) = maxkll  - c~/Akl + ac. It is simple to compute that 
a 2AxAn. 
1 -~nn+~c, if~ < An +AI' 
f (~)  = 
-1  + ~ + ac, otherwise. 
If c < 1~An then f assumes its minimum at the point a = ~ with minimal value -- A.+A1 
An - A 1 -~- 2A1Anc 
)in -~- )~ 1 
On the other hand, if c > 1/An then f assumes its minimum 1 at c~ = 0. The conclusion of the 
inequality then follows from (1) by taking the minimum of c~ >_ 0 on inequality (1). 
For the equality, we may assume that A is not a constant matrix. Choose x = (Ul + u,~)/v'~ 
and y = (ul - un)/x/2,  where Ul and un are orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding to 
the eigenvalues )t1 and An, respectively. Then x and y are orthonormal, and hence ]x*ylAn _< 
(x*Az) l /2(y*Ay)  1/2. In this case, both sides of the inequality of the first case attain the common 
value (An - ),1)/2. Secondly, pick a unit vector x and set y = AnX/A1. Then 
Ix*ylAn > A~ _> (x*Ax) l /2(y*Ay) 1/2. 
The inequality of the second case becomes an equality with the same value (x*Ax)An/A1 on both 
sides. This completes the proof. 
For every orthogonal pairs x and y, we have, by Theorem 1, 
Ix*Ayl 2 <_ (x*Ax)(y*Ay),  
which is the general Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for a positive definite matrix. 
For any pair of vectors x and y satisfying Ix*ylAn < (x*Ax) l /2(y*Ay) l /2,  the inequality of the 
first case of Theorem 2 implies that 
Ix*Ayl < An - Ax (x, Ax) l /2(y  .Ay) l /2  + _ _  
--  )Xn '~ )t l  
< An - A1 (x ,Ax) l /2 (y .Ay) l /2  + 
- AnTA1 
= (x*Ax) l /2(y*Ay) l /2.  
2AlAn 
i~*yl 
An + A1 
2A1 (x .Ax) l /2 (y .Ay) l /2  
An + A1 
In view of the inequality of the second case of Theorem 2, we conclude that Theorem 2 gives an 
improvement of the general Canchy-Schwarz inequality that applies to all pairs of vectors. 
Let B e Mn be a nonsingular matrix with spectral condition number a - IIBII2/IIB-XlI2. 
Define 0 to be the angle in the first quadrant such that cot(8/2) -- a. Substitute A = B*B in 
Theorem 1, we have for every pair of orthonormal vectors x and y, 
cos/3 - I(Bx' By) I < An - A.________~I  __~2 _ 1 = cos 0, (2) 
]JBxJ]2 ]]Sy)12 - An + AI n 2 + I 
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where ~ is the angle between Bx and By in the first quadrant. The inequality (2) is known as an 
equivalent form of Wielandt's inequality. In the following, we interpret his geometric property 
to vectors x and y enclosing an angle a. 
THEOREM 3. Let B E Mn be a nonsingular matrix with spectral condition number ~. I f  x and y 
are unit vectors at an angle a satisfying cos a _< 1/~2. Then 
cos <coso+ cos ( ) coco 
where f~ is the angle between Bx  and By and cot(0/2) = ~, and a11 angles are defined to be in 
the first quadrant. Furthermore, if x and y are orthonormal then we obtain inequality (2). 
PROOF. Set A -- B*B. Then A is positive definite. If x and y are unit vectors at an angle a 
then 
1 
cosa  = Ix*yl _< ~.  
Assume a(A) = {0 < A1 _< As _< .-. <_ As}. It follows g2 = A~/A1, and thus 
]x*ylAn <_ A1 _< (x*Ax)l/2(y*Ay) 1/2. 
Apply the matrix A to the inequality of the first case of Theorem 2, we have 
I(Bx, By)I < An-A1+ 2A~A__._._me_~ Ix*Yl 
I IBxlIs IIBYlIs - .X,~ + ,~1 )~n + ,Xl IIBxlls IIBylI2 
An - A1 2An 
< ~ + ~lz*y l -  
-- An -4- A 1 An -~- A 1 
Replace cos/~ = I(Bz,a~)l and cosa  = Ix*y[ in (4), we obtain IlBxll2 IIByll2 
An - A1 2A,~ 
cos/~ _< - -  + ~ cos a. 
An + A1 An q- A1 
Substitute a s = An/A1 in (5), we compute 
(s2 + 1) cos/~ <: (s2 _ 1) + 2~ 2 cos c~. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The inequality (3) of the result follows from (6) by substituting -- cot(0/2). The last assertion 
follows directly from (3) when cos c~ = 0. 
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